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1. 
The present invention relates to sportSWear, 

and it is directed specifically to a sports shirt 
embodying a removable insignia panel, whereby 
the latter may be quickly and easily removed to 
give the shirt a conventional appearance. 

Heretofore, it has been customary generally 
to embroider or applique the name of a Sports 
team or event directly directly on the back of a 
sports shirt, which means that the shirt may be 
worn only when the wearer is participating in 
an event connected with the activities of a par 
ticular team or contest. It is therefore custom 
ary for sportsmen, such as for example "bowlers' 
who frequently belong to many teams, to have a 
different sports shirt for each team. There has 
also been used a freely depending removable or 
detachable insignia shield adapted to be mount 
ed on the back of a shirt to carry a name of other 
advertising indicia, but this shield is very annoy 
ing to the wearer because of its tendency to flap 
around the back, shoulders and neck of the Wear 
er during any strenuous activities. 
With the present invention all of these inher 

ent disadvantages of the prior art constructions 
have been obviated, and a sports shirt has been '.. 
devised which can be worn when playing with a 
number of different teams by merely substitut 
ing an appropriate insignia panel, or, when the 
wearer is not engaging in Sports activities, it may 
be worn as a conventional shirt merely by re 
moving the panel member. 
An object of the invention is to provide a 

sports shirt that may be worn with an identify 
ing insignia, when the Wearer is engaged in sports 
activities, and, which may be converted to a con 
ventionally appearing shirt merely by removing 
a detachable panel member covering the back 
thereof. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

Sion of a sports shirt which provides the wearer 
with a removable identifying insignia that may 
be quickly and easily changed from time to time, 
which has a conventional appearance when worn 
either as a Sports insignia, shirt or as a conven 
tional shirt, and which is free of objectionable 
annoyanceS. 
Other and further objects and advantages of 

the invention, which result in simplicity, economy 
and efficiency, will be apparent from the follow 
ing detailed description, wherein one form of 
embodiment of the invention is shown, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, form 
ing a part hereof, wherein like numerals indicate 
like parts, in which: 

Figure i is a rear elevational view showing a 
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Sports shirt constructed in accordance with the 
principles of the invention. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary cross-sec 
tional view of the shirt shown in Figure 1, the 
same having been taken substantially along the 
line. 2-2 thereof, looking in the direction of the 
arrows; 

Figure 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 
of the shirt shown in Figure.1, the same having 
been taken substantially along the line 3-3 
thereof, looking in the direction of the arrows; 
and 

Figure 4 is a front elevational view, on a slight 
ly Smaller scale, of the removable back panel 
shown mounted on the shirtin Figure 1. 

Referring now to the drawings and particu 
larly to Figure 1 thereof, there is shown a sports 
shirt (), made of any suitable shirt material, 
having a conventional split or divided front 
consisting of side panels 3 and f4 adapted to 
be secured removably together with buttons 6. 
The sports shirt O. consists of a divided front 

f, back 7 and laterally extending sleeves 8 
and 9, all of which are of a conventional con 
Struction, having conventional seams or stitch 
ing 20. The shirt to also has a yoke member 2 
formed integrally therewith across the top por 
tion of its back 7, which yoke member extends 
transversely thereof adjacent its neck portion 22 
and laterally to adjacent the seams 23 securing 
the sleeves 8 and 9. The yoke member 2 is 
Stitched or sewed to the back 7 along its top and 
side edges, as shown by the seams 24, but its lower 
Or bottom depending edge 25 is free, as best 
ShoWn in Figure 2, and is provided with an up 
turned inside hem 26, which has a plurality of 
fastening members 27 mounted along the inner 
edge thereof in a horizontal plane. Of course, 
the fastening members 2 may be mounted di 
rectly on the shirt back T, if desired, provided 
they are So positioned as to be concealed by the 
depending yoke 25. 

Additional transversely spaced fastening mem 
bers 29 are mounted on opposite sides of the shirt 
back 7 adjacent each of the sleeves 8 and 9 
thereof, which fastening members are arranged 
in an intermediate horizontal plane spaced verti 
cally below the plane of the members 27 mounted 
On the underside of the yoke. 2. A conventional 
tail portion 3 of the shirt back f T is also pro 
vided with a series of transversely spaced fasten 
ing members 33, adjacent the lower corners and 
below the waist-line 32 thereof, as best shown 
in Figures 1 and 3. The fastening members 33 
are also arranged in a horizontal plane, which 
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is spaced vertically below the intermediate plane 
of the members 29. 
A detachable insignia carrying back panel 

member 36, which is shown in elevation in Figure 
4, consists of a panel of shirt material having 
the conventional inturned stitched hem, 37. The 
panel member 36 is of substantially the same 
Size and shape as the back portion f of the shirt 
0. It will be noted that the detachable panel 
member 36 is cut or notched arcuately adjacent 
its opposite top corners to follow the lines of the 
conventional sleeves 3 and 9, as indicated at 
38. The top edge of the panel 36 is straight and 
is provided with a series of fastening members 39 
adjacent each corner, which are spaced to cor 
respond with the spacing of the members 27 
mounted along the inside of the hem 26 of the 
yoke 2 with which they are adapted to cooperate. 
A Second series of intermediate and trans 

versely spaced fastening members 4 are provided 
adjacent the lower corners of the arcuate cutouts 
38, which is adjacent the lower back edges of 
said sleeves f and 9, which are spaced to cor 
respond With the spacing of the members 29 of 
the shirt jack f. 
A third series of transversely spaced fastening 

members 42 is provided adjacent the lowermost 
cornel's of said panel member 36, which are 
Spaced to correspond with the spacing of the 
members 33 of the Shirt back T. 

It will be noted that the detachable panel or 
insignia carrying member 36 is, therefore, secured 
to the shirt back along three vertically spaced 
horizontal planes; at the top, as indicated by the 
Spaced fasterers 39; at an intermediate position, 
as indicated by the fasteners 4 ; and at the 
bottoim, as indicated by the fastensers 32. 

En actual use, the insignia, carrying back panel 
member 36 is first secured to the shirt by 
cooperatively securing the fasteners 39 to the faS 
teners 2 mounted on the underside of the yoke 
2. The intermediate series of fastening men 
bers 4 are then cooperatively secured to their 
corresponding fasteiners 29 intermediate the shirt 
back 7. When the first two series of fasteners 
are secured to their respective cooperating mem 
beFS, the last series of fastening members 42 may 
be secured to their respective cooperating fas 
tening members 33. It will be obvious that, when 
it is desired to remove the insignia panel, the 
same may be accomplished merely by reversing 
the procedure or by separating the several faS 
tening members in any order. 
The invention has been shown for purposes of 

illustration employing merely conventional sepa 
rable snap fasteners, but it is to be understood 
that the same could be carried out readily with 
buttons and buttonholes, hooks and eyes, or even 
separable types of slide fasteners. Therefore, it 
is to be undertsood that the term "fastening 
members' is intended to include all of Such sepa 
rable fastening combinations. 
While I have only shown and described in 

detail one form which the invention may assume, 
it will be readily apparent to those skilled in the 
art that the same is not to be so limited, but that 
various modifications other than those mentioned 
above may be made therein without departing 
from the spirit thereof or from the scope of the 
appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
i. An improved sports shirt consisting of a 

permanently attached front, back, laterally ex 
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4. 
tending sleeves, and a yoke member extending 
across the top portion of the back thereof which 
has at least a free lower depending edge, a series 
of Spaced fastening members mounted on the 
underside of said yoke along said free edge there 
of, said shirt having spaced fastening members 
2:lounted On the back thereof adjacent each of 
the sleeves, said shirt having spaced fastening 
Inenbers mounted adjacent the lower edge of said 
back, and a detachable insignia, carrying member 
having a plurality of fastening members disposed 
at Spaced intervals so as to engage cooperatively 
the fastening members of said shirt to mount 
detachably the Same thereover. 

2. An improved sports shirt having a perma 
nently formed front, back, laterally extending 
sleeves, and a yoke member extending trans 
versely of the back adjacent the neck portion 
thereof which has a free lower depending edge, 
a plurality of spaced fastening members secured 
to the underside of the free edge of said yoke 
for receiving a back in Signia carrying panel men 
ber, Said shirt having a series of fastening men 
bers mounted On the back thereof adjacent oppo 
site seams joining the front and back portions, 
Said shirt having another series of fastening 
reibers sounted on the back below the waist 
ine thereof, each of said series of fastening 
members being spaced vertically on opposite sides 
of Said back member, and a detachable back 
insignia, carrying nember having a plurality of 
series {}f Spaced fastening members disposed at 
Spaced intervals so as to engage cooperatively 
the fastening ninenbers of said yoke and back to 
in-Ouiat detachably the same thereon, 

3. An improved sports shirt having a perma 
nently formed front, back, laterally extending 
sleeves and a yoke member extending trans 
versely across the shoulder portion of said back 
which yoke member has a free lower depending 
edge, a plurality of laterally Spaced fastening 
InenberS Secured to the underside of the free 
edge of said yoke, said shirt having a second 
series of spaced fastening members mounted on 
the back thereof adjacent the lower back edges 
of Said sieaves, said shirt having a third series 
of spaced fastening members mounted on the 
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back thereof below the waist-line and adjacent 
its lower depending tail edge thereof, and a de 
tachable back insignia, carrying member of sub 
stantially the size and shape of the back of said 
shirt having a plurality of spaced fastening mem 
bers disposed at spaced intervals so as to engage 
cooperatively the fastening members of said yoke 
and back to mount detachably the same thereon, 
Said insignia carrying member being notched 
arcuately adjacent its opposite top corners to 
follow the lines of the sleeve when they join 
Said back. 4. 
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